Towards Computational Models
and Applications of Insect Visual
Systems for Motion Perception:
A Review

Abstract Motion perception is a critical capability determining a
variety of aspects of insectsʼ life, including avoiding predators,
foraging, and so forth. A good number of motion detectors have
been identified in the insectsʼ visual pathways. Computational
modeling of these motion detectors has not only been providing
effective solutions to artificial intelligence, but also benefiting the
understanding of complicated biological visual systems. These
biological mechanisms through millions of years of evolutionary
development will have formed solid modules for constructing
dynamic vision systems for future intelligent machines. This article
reviews the computational motion perception models originating
from biological research on insectsʼ visual systems in the literature.
These motion perception models or neural networks consist of the
looming-sensitive neuronal models of lobula giant movement
detectors (LGMDs) in locusts, the translation-sensitive neural
systems of direction-selective neurons (DSNs) in fruit flies, bees, and
locusts, and the small-target motion detectors (STMDs) in
dragonflies and hoverflies. We also review the applications of these
models to robots and vehicles. Through these modeling studies, we
summarize the methodologies that generate different direction and
size selectivity in motion perception. Finally, we discuss multiple
systems integration and hardware realization of these bio-inspired
motion perception models.
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Introduction

Motion perception is critically important to serve a variety of daily tasks for animals and humans.
Insects, in particular, are “experts” in motion perception, even though they have tiny brains and
much smaller numbers of visual neurons than vertebrates. Much evidence has demonstrated their
amazing ability to deal with visual motion and to interact with dynamic and cluttered scenes, enabling quick and flexible reactions like collision avoidance and target tracking and following—even,
in some aspects, performing better than vertebrates including humans [26, 28, 30, 31, 59, 66, 193].
Insects have compact visual systems that can extract meaningful motion cues and distinguish
different motion patterns for proper behavioral response. For example, locusts can fly for hundreds
of miles in dense swarms free of collision; honeybees show center response when crossing a tunnel;
praying mantises can monitor small moving prey in visual clutter. Such appealing talent draws
attention from not only biologists but also computational modelers and engineers. In biology, the
underlying circuits and mechanisms of insectsʼ visual processing systems remain largely unknown to
date [59, 66, 193]. While the biological substrates are elusive, the computational modeling and applications to machine vision are of particular usefulness to help understand the neural characteristics
and demonstrate the functionality of visual circuits or pathways [31, 59, 193]. In addition, these
models can be ideal modules for designing dynamic vision systems or sensors for future intelligent
machines like robots and vehicles for motion perception in a low-energy, fast, and reliable manner.
1.1 Related Survey of Research on Biological Visual Systems
The past several decades have witnessed much progress in our understanding of cellular and subcellular mechanisms of elusive biological visual systems. There have been some specific visual neurons or pathways identified in insects: various kinds of flies [12, 17, 21, 121, 125, 136, 209, 212, 213,
224, 248, 250], locusts [157, 175, 176, 189, 200, 210, 227, 231], and bees [13, 14, 154], as well as ants
[245], and mantises [6, 232]. Two studies have reviewed fundamental mechanisms in insect visual
motion detection; these comprise classic models and functions [29, 37]. At early stages, fly visual
systems are seminal models for studying animalsʼ motion-detecting strategies [27]. Borst et al. thoroughly reviewed the successive physiological findings on the fly visual systems and summarized the
visual course control; these include behaviors, algorithms, and circuits [26, 28, 29, 30, 49].
Importantly, they have also pointed out the commonality in design of fly and mammalian motion
vision circuits [31]. In contrast to the correlated elementary motion, which is velocity-dependent,
Aptekar briefly reviewed the higher-order figure detection with non-Fourier or statistical features
in flies that correlates with human vision [3]. In addition, Rind et al. investigated the underlying
structures and mechanisms of locust visual systems to learn about looming perception and collision
avoidance schemes [110, 168, 170–176, 199, 201, 210, 227]. On the behavioral level, one investigation reviewed escape behaviors in insects caused by visual stimuli, and moreover, demonstrated the
complexity of both visual and escape circuits [33].
1.2 Related Survey of Bio-inspired Models and Applications
These naturally evolved vision systems have been providing us with a rich source of inspiration for
developing artificial visual systems for motion perception. As hardware has swiftly developed, these
bio-inspired models become applicable to robotics. A good number of surveys have emerged to
demonstrate how machine vision benefits from computational modeling of insect vision. Iida reviewed the models motivated by flying insects and the applications to robotics [105]. Floreano
et al. proposed applying bio-inspired control methodology for vision-based wheeled and flying robots [56]. Srinivasan et al. studied rigorously the models and control methods inspired by visual
systems in flying insects like honeybees for visually guided flight control and navigation [204,
205, 206]. Huber presented models of visuomotor control in flies and visual-behavior-based models
of control and design for robotics [103]. Franceschini systematically surveyed biological research and
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computational models on the basis of a scheme of fly elementary motion detectors (EMDs) with a
view to bio-robotics applications [59]. Recently, Serres and Ruffier reviewed the applications of fly
optic-flow-based strategies to UAVs1 and MAVs for multiple visually guided behaviors like collision avoidance, terrain following, landing, and tunnel crossing [193]. More generically, Desouza and
Kak surveyed vision techniques that varied from traditional computer vision methods to insectsʼ
optic flow strategies, for mobile robot navigation [44]. On the other hand, Webb considered the
influence of robot-based research, including bio-inspired vision, on investigations of the biological
behavior of animals [225, 226]; importantly, these seminal works revealed that the bio-robotic studies could be good paradigms for studying biological behaviors.

1.3 Taxonomy of This Review
There have been a lot of publications on computational modeling of motion perception neural systems originating from research on animalsʼ visual systems in the past decades, shedding light on
significant breakthroughs in bio-inspired artificial visual systems for future robotics and autonomous
vehicles. These publications cover computational modeling of different motion patterns, such as
looming, translation, small-target motion, and rotation, as well as various applications. However,
there is no systematic review of this promising research field, though some of the topics have been
casually touched upon in different articles.
To the best of our knowledge, this survey for the first time covers computational models sensitive to different motion patterns, including looming, translation, and small-target motion, that originate from research on several kinds of insectsʼ visual systems. These insects include locusts, fruit
flies (Drosophila), dragonflies, hoverflies, and bees (bumblebees and honeybees). The vast majority of
existing biological and computational studies have been focusing on the various kinds of flies and
locusts. Although there have been a few reviews on biological and computational models, as well as
applications of fly visual systems (e.g., [26, 59, 193]), no systematic survey has included the loomingsensitive neuron models inspired by locust visual systems and the small-target motion-sensitive
neuron models inspired by dragonflies and hoverflies and their applications.
In the real world, the diversity of motion patterns can be categorized into a few types that involve
expansion and contraction of objects, translation, rotational or spiral motion, and the like. Depending on the distance between moving objects and the observer, one can also define other specific
motion patterns of small-target movements. Perceiving and recognizing these different motion
patterns in a visually cluttered and dynamic environment is critically important for the survival of
insects. With regard to the diversity of visual neurons that possess specific sensitivity to different
motion patterns, this article reviews bio-inspired motion perception models and applications in the
literature according to different kinds of direction and size selectivity, as illustrated in Figure 1.
These models represent distinct direction selectivity (DS) to looming and translation in visual
neurons of locusts, fruit flies, and bees, as well as specific size selectivity to small-target motion
in visual neurons of dragonflies and hoverflies.
This review also makes several additional contributions regarding computational models and applications of insect visual systems. It summarizes the similarities in computational modeling of different
visual neurons. It demonstrates the key methods for generation of both direction and size selectivity in
motion perception models. It also suggests that the computational modeling of similar motion-sensitive
neurons in other insects like mantises and arthropods like crabs may benefit from the existing models.
Further, it discusses the integration of multiple neural systems to handle more complex visual tasks, and
describes the hardware realization of these models.
The taxonomy proposed in this review is given in Figure 1. Table 1 lists the nomenclature used in
this review. The rest of this article is organized as follows: First, we review the looming-sensitive neuronal models and applications of two locust lobula giant movement detectors (LGMDs), LGMD1 and
LGMD2, in Section 2. In Section 3, we introduce translation-sensitive neural systems and their wide
1 See Table 1 for definitions of abbreviations.
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Figure 1. The taxonomy proposed in this review.

Table 1. Nomenclature in this review.

266

LGMD(s)

Lobula giant movement detector(s)

DCMD

Descending contralateral movement detector

DSN(s)

Direction-selective neuron(s)

STMD(s)

Small-target motion detector(s)

SFS

Small-field system

EMD(s)

Elementary motion detector(s)

LPTC(s)

Lobula plate tangential cell(s)

LGN

Lobula giant neuron

OF

Optic flow

HR(C)

Hassenstein-Reichardt (correlator )

FDN(s)

Figure detection neuron(s)

PD(s)

Preferred direction(s)

ND(s)

Null or non-preferred direction(s)

DS

Direction selectivity

VLSI

Very large-scale integration

FPGA

Field-programmable gate array

UAV

Unmanned aerial vehicle

MAV

Micro air vehicle
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applications in flying robots, including UAVs and MAVs; we also present the cutting-edge research on
ON and OFF pathways underlying motion perception in biological visual systems. In Section 4, we survey
a specific group of visual neural networks for sensing small-target motion. In Section 5, we summarize
the commonality in computational modeling of different insect visual systems, and we demonstrate the
generation of different direction and size selectivity in these models. We also present further discussion
about multiple systems integration and potential hardware implementations of these motion perception
models. Finally, in Section 6 we summarize this review article.
2

Neuron Models of Looming Perception

This section reviews looming-sensitive neuronal models as collision-detecting systems and applications inspired by the locust visual systems. These include two neuronal models of LGMD1 and
LGMD2. In addition, this section introduces different methods to shape the looming selectivity
in computational structures. This section also covers existing applications of these looming detectors
in mobile ground robots, UAVs, and ground vehicles.
The looming stimuli indicate movements in depth of objects that threaten collision, which are
very frequent visual challenges to animals. Recognizing looming objects, timely and accurately, is
crucial for animalsʼ survival, deciding a variety of visually guided behaviors like avoiding predators.
A few looming-sensitive neurons have been explored in insects like locusts [152] and flies [42], and
arthropods like crabs [150]. Amongst these animals, locusts have been researched in a good number
of studies demonstrating looming perception schemes (e.g., [175, 176, 189]), which have been
adopted to design artificial collision-sensitive models and sensors (e.g., [8, 23, 43, 72, 237]). As a
result of millions of years of evolutionary development, locusts are “experts” in collision
detection and avoidance, and can fly in dense swarms for hundreds of miles free of collision.
Realizing this robust ability is required for future intelligent machines like autonomous robots
and vehicles interacting with dynamic and complex environments.
2.1

LGMD1-Based Neuron Models and Applications

2.1.1 Biological Research Background
As early as the 1970s, biologists had explored, anatomically, a group of large interneurons in the
lobula neuropile layer of the locustʼs visual brain. These neurons were called lobula giant movement
detectors (LGMDs) [151, 152]. LGMD1 was first identified as a movement detector and gradually
recognized as a looming-object detector (e.g., [152, 168, 173]). In the same effort, LGMD2 was also
identified as a looming detector but with unique characteristics that are different from those of
LGMD1 [199]. Both LGMD1 and LGMD2 respond more strongly to objects that approach than
to other kinds of movement like recession and translation [170, 175, 176].
The vast majority of studies have been concentrating on LGMD1. This neuron has been demonstrated to play dominant roles in locusts capable of flying [170, 171, 175, 211, 227, 231]. In terms of
neuromorphology, Figure 2 illustrates an LGMD1 neuron and both its presynaptic and postsynaptic
neural structures. Generally speaking, LGMD1 integrates visual signals from different dendritic areas;
these generate two kinds of flows: excitations and inhibitions. The neural processing within the circuit
is a competition between these two types of flows [76, 170]. More precisely, the activation of LGMD1
requires the winner of the competition to be the excitatory flow. In addition, the descending contralateral movement detector (DCMD) is a one-to-one connection of a postsynaptic target neuron to the
LGMD1 [85, 110, 173, 201]; this neuron conveys the spikes generated by the LGMD1 to following
motion-control neural systems producing avoidance behaviors [201].
So, what does the LGMD1ʼs neural response look like? Figure 3 demonstrates the responses to
different visual stimuli resulting from objects approaching and receding (Figure 3(a)), as well as
translation stimuli due to various sizes of dark objects and speeds of translation (Figure 3(b)). It
can be clearly seen from Figure 3 that the LGMD1 neuron responds most strongly to looming
Artificial Life Volume 25, Number 3
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Figure 2. Illustrations of the LGMD1 morphology: (a) Presynaptic neuropile layers of the LGMD1 neuron and the postsynaptic one-to-one target DCMD neuron, adapted from [175], (b) LGMD1ʼs large dendritic fan (A) and two additional
dendritic fields (B, C) that receive distinct synaptic inputs, adapted from [78].

objects that approach, yielding the highest firing rates. It is only briefly excited by an object moving
away. Translating stimuli bring about short-term and weak responses of LGMD1 regardless of the
size, direction, and speed of objects.
More recently, Yakubowski et al. demonstrated the neural response of LGMD1 in locusts against
a visually cluttered or dynamic background and more abundant visual stimuli, including objects that
deviate from a collision course [231]. As can be seen from Figure 4 the LGMD1 responds
vigorously to a variety of oncoming threats; it can well discriminate collisions from movements
of objects in recession. This response is also affected by the degree of complexity of background
motion, such as that due to dynamic visual clutter.

Figure 3. (a ) LGMD1 neural response to approaching and receding stimuli, adapted from [175]; arrows indicate a
hyperpolarization response of strong inhibition after activation. (b) LGMD1 neural response to approaching and translating stimuli from a variety of sizes and speeds of moving objects, adapted from [155].
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Figure 4. The LGMD1-DCMD pathway in locusts responds to a variety of courses including collision and deviations from
collision, against a simple background of dynamic clutter; adapted from [231]. Red solid vertical lines indicate time of
collision. Red dashed vertical lines represent time of transition. Asterisks indicate the time of a local valley or peak in
response to a transition.

2.1.2 Computational Models and Applications
Computational modeling of looming sensitive neurons has emerged since the 1990s. Seminal work
was performed by Rind and Bramwell to model an LGMD1-based neural network [170], as illustrated in Figure 5. In this research, they looked deeper into the presynaptic signal-processing mechanism in the looming-sensitive neural network and proposed a way to explain how the lateral
inhibitions can play crucial roles in cutting down the motion-dependent excitations both spatially
temporally; importantly, this mechanism effectively shapes the LGMD1ʼs looming selectivity to respond most powerfully to approaching objects. Also importantly, this research highlighted that the
visual information sensed by the first layer of photoreceptors is divided into two kinds of signals
within the presynaptic structure, namely, the excitations and the lateral inhibitions. In addition, the
lateral inhibitions are temporally delayed relative to the excitations and spread out to neighboring
cells, symmetrically in space and decaying in time. The interaction between two such types of signals
determines the specific looming selectivity of the LGMD1 to approaching rather than receding and
translating movements. In addition, a feedforward inhibition can suppress the LGMD1 neuron directly. It can also mediate the LGMD1ʼs response at some critical moments like the end of approach
and the start of recession.
Based on this LGMD1 modeling theory, a good number of models have been produced during
the past two decades; these works have been not only extending and consolidating the LGMD1ʼs
Artificial Life Volume 25, Number 3
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Figure 5. Schematic of LGMD1 visual neural network proposed by Rind, adapted from [175]. This network consists of
four layers: photoreceptors (P), excitations (E), lateral inhibitions (I), and summation cells (S), as well as two LGMD1
cells and feedforward inhibition (F).

original functionality for looming perception, but also investigating the possible applications to mobile machines like robots and vehicles. More specifically, in two seminal works [22, 23], the LGMD1
neuronal model proposed by Rind [170] was for the first time implemented in a ground mobile
robot for collision detection. Rind further demonstrated the usefulness of the LGMD for guiding
flying robot behavior and pointed out that another group of directional selective neurons that sense
ego motion could be integrated with the LGMD for better collision-detecting performance [169]. In
addition, Yue et al. applied the LGMD1 model as an optimized collision-detecting solution for cars;
a novel genetic algorithm was for the first time incorporated in this neuronal model for improving
collision detection performance in driving scenes [240]. After that, Yue and Rind developed new
mechanisms in the LGMD1-based visual neural network, to enhance the ability to extract looming
features from complex and dynamic environments and to adapt to different illuminations [235], as
illustrated in Figure 6. This method was verified by a vision-based mobile ground robot [194, 235]
with better performance in collision detection. Compared with previous bio-robotic studies, the
robot agent can recognize potential collision at different speeds and under different lighting
conditions, as shown in Figure 7. With similar ideas, Yue and Rind continued exploring the potential
of the LGMD1 model in robotic applications such as near-range path navigation; these works include a development of a visually guided control with a bilateral pair of LGMD1-DCMD neurons
for a reactive collision avoidance strategy [237, 241] (Figure 8). Hu et al. applied a similar LGMD1
visual neural network as an embedded vision system in a vision-based autonomous micro-robot to
demonstrate its computational simplicity for in-chip visual processing [101, 102]. To verify its
validity and reliability, the miniaturized robot with on-board LGMD1 processing was tested in an
arena mixed with many obstacles, with the results shown in Figure 9. The results demonstrated a
very high success rate in collision detection tested with different speeds of the robot and densities of
obstacles. Very recently, a similar approach has been implemented in a hexapod walking robot [35]
and a small quadcopter for collision avoidance in short-range navigation [249].
Moreover, there are many derivatives of the LGMD1-based neural network proposed by Rind
[170], as illustrated in Figure 10. These computational models consist of new methods to enhance
270
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Figure 6. Schematic of LGMD1-based visual neural network using only 6 cells as an example (a), with a G (grouping) layer
(b), and with a FFM (feedforward mediation) mechanism (c). Adapted from [235].

the collision selectivity with respect to approaching objects [133], new layers to reduce environmental noise [197, 198], and so on. There are also studies on corresponding applications for cars [91,
124] and mobile robots [43], as well as implementations in hardware such as the field-programmable
gate array (FPGA) [132].
Interestingly, Gabbiani has pointed out that there are many ways to build looming-sensitive
neuronal models like the locust LGMD [80]. For example, another important theory underlines
the nonlinearity in the modeling of looming-sensitive neurons, namely, the LGMD1 would represent

Figure 7. The results of robot collision detection with normalized neural responses (blue lines) and bursts of spikes (red
dashed lines), tested at different speeds from slow (a) to fast (c ), as well as under light conditions from dim (d) to
extremely bright (f ). The overtime trajectory is shown for each result. (a )–(c ) are adapted from [194], and (d)–(f )
are adapted from [235].
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Figure 8. A reactive collision avoidance strategy via integrating a bilateral pair of LGMD1 neuronal models to control the
left and right wheels of the robot, respectively. Adapted from [241]. (a ) The control strategy of the robot, (b) the
bilateral LGMD1-DCMD visual neural networks.

Figure 9. Micro-robot arena tests implemented with an LGMD1 model [101] as the only collision-detecting sensor. The
agent was tested at different speeds and with varied densities of obstacles in an arena. The green line indicates the robot
trajectory over time, and the red circles denote the obstacles. The experimental data is adapted from [101].
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Figure 10. Schematics of a variety of LGMD1-based visual neural networks: (a) an LGMD1 model encoding onset and
offset responses by luminance increments and decrements, adapted from [114]; (b) a modified LGMD1 model for detection of multiple looming objects, adapted from [233]; (c) a simplified LGMD1 model for collision avoidance of a UAV,
adapted from [188]; (d) a modified LGMD1 model with enhancement of collision selectivity, adapted from [132, 133]; (e)
a modified LGMD1 model with a new layer for noise reduction and spiking-threshold mediation, adapted from [197,
198]; (f) an LGMD1 neural network based on the modeling of elementary motion detectors for collision detection in
ground vehicle scenarios, adapted from [91].

a highly nonlinear processing consisting of competition between the inhibitory and the excitatory
flows, as proposed by Gabbiani et al. [77, 78, 79]. They have also demonstrated the correspondence
between the calculations of feedforward excitation and inhibition and the angular speed and size of
looming objects within the field of view. Here, the feedforward inhibition plays a critical role in
shaping the collision selectivity of LGMD1 [73]. With respect to the nonlinear interactions between
the excitations and inhibitions, the LGMD1 neuronal model could possess a biologically plausible
invariance under varied shapes, textures, gray levels, and approaching angles of looming patterns
[76, 81].
Based on the nonlinear theory of modeling the LGMD, Keil gave an insight into the mathematical explanations for the generation of nonlinearity in the LGMD neuronal model [112, 113]. Badia
et al. incorporated nonlinear (multiplicative) elementary motion detectors (EMDs) to construct the
LGMD1 for sensing and avoiding potential collision [19]. Stafford et al. also applied similar strategies to model the LGMD1 for handling looming perception in driving scenarios [207]. In addition,
as illustrated in Figure 11, a nonlinear LGMD1 visual neural network was proposed by Badia et al.
[8]; the functionality of this model fits well the nonlinear properties of an LGMD1 neuron given by
Gabbiani [78], and it displays invariance of collision detection for looming stimuli with varied shapes,
textures, and approaching angles [76]. Importantly, Badia et al. demonstrated that the LGMD1
model can encode onset and offset response depending on luminance increments and decrements
that bring about different delayed information of excitations and inhibitions, after a seminal work
with ON and OFF mechanisms proposed in [114]. Moreover, this model has been successfully implemented in a mobile ground robot performing well in an arena for collision detection in near-range
navigation.
Artificial Life Volume 25, Number 3
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Figure 11. Schematic of a nonlinear and multi-layered LGMD1 visual neural network, adapted from [8]. This modeling
study emphasizes the nonlinear interactions between the feedforward excitation and the feedforward inhibition.

2.2

LGMD2-Based Neuron Models and Applications

2.2.1 Characterization
LGMD2 is also a neighboring partner to LGMD1 as a looming detector. It has similar characteristics
but different selectivity to LGMD1 [110, 166, 168, 171, 176, 199, 210]. With respect to neuromorphology, as illustrated in Figure 12, LGMD2 also has large fan-shaped dendrite trees within its presynaptic area (Figure 12(a)); however, in contrast with LGMD1, the lateral fields (B, C in Figure 12(b))

Figure 12. Neuromorphology of LGMD1 and LGMD2: (a) 3D reconstruction of dendritic trees of LGMD1 and LGMD2
indicated by white and green arrows, respectively, adapted from [210]; (b) a schematic diagram of both the presynaptic
and the postsynaptic areas of LGMD1 (red) and LGMD2 (gray), adapted from [68].
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that convey feedforward inhibitions are not found in LGMD2, and moreover the postsynaptic target
neuron to the LGMD2 has not been explored so far. Importantly, a physiological study has demonstrated the development of both neurons in locusts, from adolescence to adulthood: The LGMD2
matures earlier in juvenile locusts that lack wings and live mainly on the ground [210]. As a result,
the LGMD2 plays crucial roles in juvenile locusts for perceiving predators, and likely leads to hiding
from looming stimuli [72, 210].
More precisely, the specific living environments for young locusts endow the LGMD2 with a
particular neural characteristic: It is only sensitive to dark looming objects within a bright background while not responding to white or light objects approaching within a dark background, which
represent a preference for the light-to-dark luminance change. Moreover, the biological functions of
LGMD2 differ from those of LGMD1 in a number of ways. First, LGMD2 is not sensitive to a light
or white looming object, whereas LGMD1 is. Second, LGMD2 does not respond at all to dark
objects that recede, while LGMD1 is often excited, though very briefly [199]. Both LGMD1 and
LGMD2 respond only briefly to translation, regardless of the size and the direction of moving objects [199]. Neither are they sensitive to wide-field luminance change and grating movements [199].
Figure 13 clearly illustrates these features. Furthermore, to investigate the place where the looming
selectivity arises in such neurons, Rind et al. recently looked into the presynaptic neuropile medulla
layer in the locustʼs visual brain. This study proposed that the specific looming selectivity of both
LGMDs may be generated within the presynaptic fields [176]: The lateral-and-self inhibition
mechanism works effectively to produce the selectivity.
2.2.2 Computational Models and Applications
For computationally modeling the LGMD2, only a handful of studies have been proposed so far. A
seminal work appeared in 2015: Fu and Yue proposed an LGMD2-based visual neural network to
implement an LGMD2 in a vision-based micro-robot with similar selectivity to the light-to-dark
luminance change via the modeling of ON and OFF mechanisms [69]. This model separates luminance
change into parallel channels and encodes the excitations and the inhibitions via spatiotemporal
computation similarly to the LGMD1 model [101], but with different delayed information, as illustrated in Figure 14. More precisely, in order to achieve the specific looming selectivity of LGMD2 to
dark objects only, the ON channels are rigorously sieved; the ON and OFF mechanisms also bring
about different temporally delayed information in each separate pathway. The effectiveness and flexibility of this LGMD2-based visual neural network has been validated by arena tests of an autonomous micro-robot [72], as illustrated in Figure 15. For the first time, the specific functionality of an
LGMD2 neuron revealed by biologists has been realized in a computational structure. In contrast to
all the aforementioned LGMD1 models, it only responds to dark looming objects and briefly to the

Figure 13. Biological data on LGMD2 neuron responses to (a) dark and light objects looming and (b) translating stimuli;
adapted from [199].
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Figure 14. Schematic of a seminal LGMD2-based visual neural network, adapted from [69, 72]: The model processes
visual information with ON and OFF mechanisms that encode brightness increments and decrements separately. The ON
channels are rigorously suppressed to realize the LGMD2ʼs specific looming selectivity to dark objects. In this model, the
excitations are delayed in the OFF pathway and the inhibitions are delayed in the ON pathway, due to the ON (onset) and
OFF (offset ) mechanisms.

receding of light objects, expressing a preference for light-to-dark luminance change, as depicted in
Figure 16(a).
Further investigating the different looming selectivity between LGMD1 and LGMD2, Fu et al.
proposed a hybrid visual neural model, which was smoothly implemented in an autonomous microrobot for collision detection in an environment containing multiple dynamic robot agents [67]
(Figure 17). In this research, both the LGMDs were implemented in the robot agents and tested
in both dark and bright environments. Each looming sensitive neuron handles a half region of the
field of view for bilateral control of robot reactive avoidance behaviors [67]. This study has verified
the effectiveness of such a strategy for guiding timely collision avoidance of mobile robots and,
more importantly, demonstrated that the ON and OFF pathways would be a crucial structure for distinguishing the different looming selectivities between LGMD1 and LGMD2. Although there is
little physiological evidence showing the existence of such polarity pathways in the locustʼs visual
systems [151, 227], the proposed computational models could evidence similar mechanisms in
looming-sensitive neural circuits or pathways [68].
2.3 Different Mechanisms to Mediate Looming Selectivity
The selectivity to looming objects over other kinds of visual challenges has been developed very
effectively in locusts through millions of years of evolution. As a result, the locust LGMDs spike
most strongly in response to looming stimuli. However, from the perspective of computational
modelers, it is still an open challenge to shape the selectivity in looming-perception neuron models.
Though these state-of-the-art models can be applied as quick and efficient collision detectors, their
276
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Figure 15. Micro-robot arena tests implemented with an LGMD2 model. The robot agent was tested by different layouts
and densities of obstacles in an arena. The black lines indicate robot trajectories over time and the red circles denote the
obstacles. The blue circles indicate the start position of the robot agent. The experimental data is adapted from [72].

performance, compared with the locustsʼ, is far from acceptable, since they are greatly affected by irrelevant motion patterns such as recession and translation. They are also restricted by the complexity of
backgrounds of real-world visual clutter. In the future, artificial machines should possess similar
ability to the locustsʼ, with efficient and robust collision-free systems to better serve human society.
A few methodologies have been proposed to mediate looming selectivity. Rind et al. demonstrated that two kinds of inhibitions—presynaptic lateral inhibitions and feedforward inhibition—
can cooperatively mediate looming selectivity by cutting down the excitation caused by receding and
translating stimuli [170]. Gabbiani et al. proposed that nonlinear computations make the neuron
liable to differentiate looming from receding stimuli [76]. In addition, they revealed an intrinsic
neural property of such looming-sensitive neurons, namely, the spike frequency adaptation (SFA),
which leads the LGMD to discriminate objects that approach from those that recede or translate [75,
155, 156]. As mentioned above, these methods have been implemented in mobile ground robots for
collision detection in near-range navigation (e.g., [8, 101, 194, 235, 237, 241]). However, these theories have not been validated by challenge in more complex real-world scenarios, though some of
them have been casually touched upon [124, 207, 240].
In addition, for computationally modeling these mechanisms, there is a tradeoff between the
algorithmic efficiency and the efficacy. Computational modelers have always tried to balance the
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Figure 16. Results of shaping the selectivity between the LGMD1 and the LGMD2 neuronal models via the modeling of
ON and OFF pathways and spike frequency adaptation: (a) The LGMD2ʼs response to dark and light approach and recession movements compared with that of an LGMD1 model [235]; adapted from [68]. (b) The effects of shaping the
selectivity through blocking either the ON or the OFF pathways; adapted from [68]. The horizontal dashed lines indicate
the spiking threshold. The image size change within the field of view is depicted below each.

two, in order to achieve reliable and efficient performance in intelligent machines like mobile robots
and vehicles. Yue and Rind proposed a hybrid neural system incorporating a translation-sensitive
neural network, in order to extract collision information from mixed motion cues [234]. This
method is effective in some driving scenarios; nevertheless it costs more computational power

Figure 17. Schematic of a general LGMD model; adapted from [67]. In this visual neural network, the functionality of ON
and OFF pathways and a spike frequency adaptation mechanism are modeled. This model can realize the characteristics of
both the LGMD1 and the LGMD2 with different bias in the partial neural networks.
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than an LGMD model alone. Meng et al. designed an organization of the LGMD1ʼs postsynaptic
field to monitor the gradient change of the model output for discriminating approach from recession
[133] (Figure 10(d)). This method was smoothly implemented in the FPGA [132]; however, such a
structure is not biologically reasonable. Moreover, a neural network of directional motion-detecting
neurons in locusts was integrated with the LGMD1 neural network to ensure the recognition of
imminent collision in some driving scenarios [246]. In this research, the field of view was divided
into different regions processed separately by specialized neurons. More recently, Fu et al. have
demonstrated the efficacy of combining two biologically plausible mechanisms—ON and OFF pathways, and spike frequency adaptation—to enhance the required selectivity of both the LGMD1 and
the LGMD2 models [67, 68]. These models have been validated by bio-robotic tests on the embedded system. Some example results are illustrated in Figure 16(b) to clarify the effects of separating
visual processing in parallel pathways in a computational structure to achieve different looming selectivities for detecting dark and light objects. Notably, the neuron model with the ON or the OFF
pathway blocked is only briefly activated by a light or dark object moving away, respectively.
2.4 Further Discussion
Within this section, we have reviewed the computational models and applications originating from
locust visual systems research throughout the past several decades. These computational models
have demonstrated effectiveness and flexibility for collision detection in some mobile machines,
which sheds light on building robust collision-detecting neuromorphic sensors for future intelligent
machines for collision detection in both a cheap and a reliable manner.
Biologists have also explored similar looming-sensitive visual neurons in other animals; these include fruit flies (Drosophila) [42, 45, 138, 214] and arthropods like crabs [131]. For instance, the lobula
giant neurons (LGNs) in crabs have been identified as looming detectors that are located in the
lobula layer and correspond to reactive collision avoidance behaviors [18, 149, 211]. The possible
computational roles of such visual neurons have also been proposed in [150]. However, there are no
systematic studies on the modeling and applications of such interesting looming detectors in crabs.
Though the LGNs have different neuromorphology from the LGMDs, the computational modeling
of LGNs may benefit from practical experience with existing LGMD models.
3

Neural Systems for Translation Perception

This section reviews computational models and applications of translation-sensitive motion detectors
and neural networks inspired by insect visual neurons and pathways. First, the modeling of directionally
selective motion-detecting neurons in locusts, namely the locust direction-selective neurons (DSN) is
introduced in Section 3.1. Then, in Section 3.2, we review a classic model category of fly elementary
motion detectors (EMDs) and corresponding applications to robotics. After that, the cutting-edge
biological findings and computational models of fly ON and OFF pathways and lobula plate tangential
cells (LPTCs), namely the fly DSNs, is presented in Section 3.3.
Compared to the nondirectional neurons such as the looming-sensitive LGMD1 and LGMD2, the
research on the DSN in animals has a much longer history; it dates back to two centuries ago.
Franceschini pointed out that an initial idea of “directionally selective motion sensitive cells” was proposed by Exner in 1894 [61]. The past several decades have witnessed much physiological progress in
our understanding of the cellular mechanisms underlying the DS. More specifically, DSNs have been
found in many animal species. These include invertebrates like flies [29] and locusts [166], as well
as vertebrates like rabbits [15] and mice [31]. Borst demonstrated the similarities of circuits and
algorithms in the design of insect and vertebrate motion detection systems for translational motion perception [31]. Generally speaking, this field of research has been attracting much more attention across
disciplines. In this article, we focus on presenting some milestone biological theories on translation perception neurons and pathways, and corresponding models with bio-robotic applications.
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3.1 Computational Models of Locust DSNs
For locusts, Rind explored the characteristics of DSNs in 1989, in both physiology and morphology
[166, 167]. These neurons respond to horizontal motion: They are rigorously excited by translation
in a preferred direction (PD) and inhibited by translation in non-preferred directions (NDs).
On the basis of these biological findings, a few computational models have been proposed by
Yue and Rind [236, 238]. Generally speaking, these translation-sensitive visual neural networks have
been modeled with exquisite organization of different postsynaptic DSNs for collision recognition,
especially in driving scenarios. Interestingly, as illustrated in Figure 18, these locust DSN models
arise from the LGMD1-based visual neural networks: The computational structure of the DSN
looks similar to LGMD1; they nevertheless possess different lateral-inhibition mechanisms. More
concretely, in the LGMD1 neural networks, the inhibitions spread out symmetrically to the surrounding areas of a corresponding excitatory cell (Figure 6); on the contrary, in the DSN neural
networks, the inhibitions spread out asymmetrically and directionally, as shown in Figure 18(a) and
18(c). Therefore, the specific DS of locust DSNs could have been shaped by such a directional lateralinhibition mechanism that cuts down local excitations caused by nearby translation. For example, with
a strong inhibition from the right side with temporal delay, the excitation caused by left-moving edges
can be eliminated or attenuated (Figure 18(b)). Likewise, each direction-sensitive cell is inhibited by
the same directional motion. With a design of postsynaptic architecture, as illustrated in Figure 18(c)
and 18(d), this model can detect looming objects and, moreover, recognize the direction of impending collision via activation of a specific DSN. Furthermore, Yue and Rind extended the functionality
of the DSN visual neural network to sense eight directional motions with similar methods, as depicted
in Figure 18(d) [238]; in this research, they also investigated the effects of different postsynaptic
organizations on collision detection via evolutionary computation.

Figure 18. Schematics of the locust DSN-based visual neural networks with both presynaptic and postsynaptic structures,
adapted from [236, 238].
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Figure 19. Schematics of a hybrid visual neural network with three submodels—the LGMD alone, the DSNs alone, and
the hybrid—competing for the collision recognition role via genetic algorithms. Adapted from [239].

It appears that locust DSN and LGMD models are both effective solutions to the problem of
collision detection. A question emerges concerning which type of visual neurons in locusts may play
dominant roles in collision recognition. To address this, Yue and Rind designed a hybrid visual neural network integrating the functionality of both neuron models [239], as illustrated in Figure 19. In
this research, two individual neural networks competed with the hybrid neural system via a switch
gene and evolutionary computation. As a result, the LGMD model alone outperforms other candidates for collision recognition, due to its computational simplicity and robustness.
3.2

Fly EMDs Models and OF-based Strategy

3.2.1 Background
Fly visual systems have been investigated by a significant number of studies over a century since the
first appearance of such research early in the 1890s [61]. Since those beginnings, the fly visual
systems have become prominent model paradigms for studying biological visual processing
methodologies and designing artificial motion perception vision systems [27, 29, 30, 49, 92]. With
development of biological techniques, the fundamental structures of neuropile layers and cellular
implementations within the fly preliminary visual pathways have been better understood by biologists,

Figure 20. Illustrations of fly compound eyes (a) and underlying neuropile layers (b) for motion perception, adapted from [28, 61].
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as reported in numerous articles, such as [21, 61, 84, 115, 121, 212, 224, 250]. They have always
attempted to understand the mechanisms underlying motion perception, from fly compound eyes
(e.g., [57, 58, 98]), to internal pathways and neurons (e.g., [4, 21, 87, 125, 209]). Figure 20 illustrates
fly compound eyes and the underlying neuropile layers of preliminary visual pathways for motion
perception.

3.2.2 Fly Motion Detectors
For defining the computational roles of fly motion detection, a few theories have been proposed in
the past half century, as summarized in [4] and illustrated in Figure 21. A classic and elegant mathematical model was proposed by Hassenstein and Reichardt to account for biological motion perception [92]. It was named the HR detector or HRC (Hassenstein-Reichardt correlator ), but has
become commonly referred to as the Reichardt detector or simply the EMD [27, 64, 89, 163]. As
illustrated in Figure 22, it has been used to explain motion perception strategy by the activity of

Figure 21. Schematics of a variety of classic fly motion detectors, adapted from [4].
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Figure 22. Schematic of an EMD process in four steps. d and M indicate a time delay and a multiplication process on
correlated signals from two neighboring sensitive cells (red). Adapted from [64].

neighboring photoreceptors in the field of view. From these works, we can summarize that EMD
models have the following characteristics for translational motion detection:
1. The direction of motion can be recognized by comparing the activity of at least two
correlated photoreceptors in space.
2. The EMD cannot tell the true velocity of a translating pattern; it is sensitive to the
spatiotemporal frequencies of stripes that pass over the stationary detectors.
3. It is also affected by the contrast between a moving pattern and its background, namely, the
model responds more strongly to higher-contrast translating objects at an identical speed.
4. There are two paramount parameters in the EMD—the spacing between a pair of
detectors and the temporal delays for both detectors—which can significantly influence
the detection of motion direction and intensity.
Recently, two studies on fly motion detectors [4, 87] brought together previously well-known
algorithmic models in the literature: the HR half-detector (Figure 21(a)) to enhance motion in the
PDs, the Barlow-Levick (BL) detector (Figure 21(b)) to suppress motion in the NDs, and the full
HR detectors (Figure 21(c)) that map PD and ND motion to positive and negative outputs. More
importantly, both articles proposed that the HR and the BL mechanisms may work in different
subregions of the fly receptive field [4, 87]. It also appears that visual motion detection in flies might
rely upon the processing of three input channels that integrates an HR detector with a BL detector
[4], as illustrated in Figure 21(d).
3.2.3 EMD Models and OF-Based Applications to Robotics
There are a huge number of computational models and applications that arise from the EMD
theories. A main utility of the EMDs is to mimic fly and bee optic flow (OF) strategy within the
field of view (e.g., [24, 32, 51, 111, 121, 122]). As illustrated in Figure 23(a), the OF can be defined
as a flow vector field perceived by the visual modality of either animals or machines [121, 193]; this
field is generated by the apparent motion and the relative motion between observer and scene. The
OF includes two subfields of the translational flow and the rotational flow; both are rigorously
dependent on the structure of the environment, including textures and brightness. Most importantly,
such a visual strategy can be used to conduct various forms of insect behavior such as landing
(e.g., [13, 184, 214]), terrain following (e.g., [53, 141, 184, 193]), tunnel crossing or traveling (e.g.,
[14, 161]), corridor centering response (e.g., [5, 41, 192]), collision or obstacle avoidance (e.g., [20,
130, 139, 159, 248]), target racking (e.g., [136, 186]), and fixation (e.g., [12]).
A well-known type of velocity-tuned EMDs was proposed by Franceschini et al. in 1992 [60]. In
contrast with the classic HRC, the output of the velocity-tuned EMDs depends on the ratio between
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Figure 23. Illustrations of fly OF strategy based on the EMDs: (a) a classic method for the integration of local optic flow
vectors for the estimation of self-motion, adapted from [121]; (b) a collision avoidance strategy based on the OF of a
dragonfly, adapted from [86].

the photoreceptor angles in space, as well as the time delay for each pairwise contrast detection
photoreceptor. This model was initially tested on a mobile robot [60]. Subsequently, it has also been
called the “time of travel” [137] or “facilitate and sample” scheme and has been implemented in
pulse-based analogue VLSI velocity sensors [120].
Furthermore, Iida proposed a method to integrate each pairwise local EMD in a spatiotemporal
manner to compute the visual odometer over time (Figure 24(a)); this approach was validated by

Figure 24. A variety of EMD models: (a) This model integrates multiple pairwise EMDs in a two-dimensional form to
compute the visual odometer; adapted from [106]. (b) This model is used to simulate fly fixation behavior by combining
the EMD with an individual location-sensitive pathway; adapted from [12]. (c), (d) These are models for estimating
angular velocity in the beeʼs brain, adapted from [41, 218], respectively.
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navigation of a flying robot [104, 106]. Snippe and Koenderink demonstrated possible solutions to
extract optical velocity by the design of ensembles of HR detectors [202]. Zanker et al. investigated
the speed tuning and estimation of EMDs [242, 243]. Subsequently, they analyzed video sequences of
outdoor scenes from a panoramic camera and utilized optic flows as motion signal maps via twodimensional EMDs [244]. Rajesh et al. modified the traditional HR detector to improve its velocity
sensitivity and reduce its dependence on contrast and image structure; this work matched the neurobiological findings that an adaptive feedback mechanism is able to normalize the contrast of input
signals in order to improve the reliability of velocity estimation [162]. In addition, Bahl et al. incorporated in the EMDs a parallel position-sensitive pathway to track a translating stripe in a simple
background and mimic Drosophila behavioral response to fixation, as shown in Figure 24(b); this work
was very well reconciled with electrophysiological recordings from motion-blind flies [12].
As a variation of the EMD, a few angular velocity estimation models were proposed to account
for corridor-centering behaviors of bees (e.g., [41, 218]), as illustrated in Figure 24(c) and 24(d).
Similarly to [106], the integrated response can be used as a visual odometer over time. Moreover,
there are also studies on the temporal adaptation of EMDs [38, 89], the contrast sensitivity of EMDs
[178], and an EMD-based algorithm for global motion estimation [140], as well as a nondirectional
HR detector model for simulating speed-dependent insect behavior [96], and so on.
The many aforementioned computational studies have demonstrated the effectiveness and computational simplicity of the fly EMD models and OF-based control strategies. As a result, these
models have been leading the design of small and efficient artificial translation perception sensors,
such as a silicon retina mimicking the structure of the fly compound eye as shown in Figure 25(g),
which was designed in a very tiny size and used for on-board autopilots [215]. Another example is
the implementation of CurvACE, a miniature curved artificial compound eye as seen in Figure 25(h),
which achieves optical spatial filtering with the bell-shaped angular sensitivity created on each
photoreceptor [55]. Yet another is the sensor implementation using thresholding-based digital
processing on the MAV [179, 185]. In addition, as illustrated in Figure 25, these models have been
very widely used in bio-robotic applications. These bio-inspired robots can show visually guided
behaviors like those of insects. More concretely, there are many ground and flying robots benefiting
from OF-based sensors that are used for guiding the robots for autopilots (e.g., [62, 63, 161, 183,
187]); collision avoidance (Figure 25(a), 25(c)) (e.g., [59, 86, 158, 193]); tunnel crossing (Figure 25(a), 25(c))
(e.g., [180, 181, 193]); terrain following (e.g., [53, 186]); takeoff and landing behaviors (Figure 25(d),
25(e), 25(f)) (e.g., [59]); and indoor and outdoor visual odometry on a carlike robot [128]. Also, on
aerial robots, one study has compared autoadaptive retina-based implementations using thresholdingbased digital processing with those using cross-correlation digital processing [215]. In this field, two
prominent review articles [59, 193] introduce, more systematically, the relevant bio-robotic approaches and applications of the fly EMDs and OF.

3.2.4 Further Discussion
A shortcoming or unsolved problem of the fly EMD-based models for translation perception is the
velocity tuning of motion detection. In other words, a biological motion-detecting circuit may not
tell the true velocity of the stimuli [64]. The reason is that for each combination of such delay-andcorrelate motion detectors, it is advisable to decide the spacing between each pair of detectors, and
the time span for the delay, in follow-up nonlinear computation involving a multiplication, each
factor of which will affect the modelʼs performance for sensing translation [243]. For example,
perceiving faster movements requires a larger spatial span between detectors if one fixes the
temporal delay, but a shorter time delay when the spacing is unchanged.
Another defect is that the state-of-the-art models or strategies for motion perception still lack
robust mechanisms for filtering out irrelevant motion from dynamic visual clutter of great complexity in the real world, so that they are always influenced by environmental noise such as windblown
vegetation and shifting of background or surroundings caused by ego-motions. From a computational modelerʼs perspective, it is still a big challenge to make the motion perception visual systems
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Figure 25. A few instances of bio-robotic applications of the fly EMDs and OF-based control strategy: (a) is adapted from
[86], (b) is adapted from [181], (c)–(f) are adapted from [59], (g) is adapted from [215], (h) is adapted from [55].

robust by filtering out irrelevant from relevant motion when dealing with a complex and dynamic
scene as in driving scenarios.
3.3 Modeling of Fly ON and OFF Pathways and LPTCs
Within this subsection, we will continue to present the cutting-edge biological research on fly visual
systems. We will focus on the understanding of underlying circuits or pathways in fly visual brains
for preliminary motion detection. We have now understood from Section 3.2 that visual neurons
compute the direction of motion conforming to the HR or related theories: Both flies and bees apply
the EMDs to sense optical flows, which is very effective for dealing with a variety of visually guided
insect behaviors. We have also seen that the optical flow is sensed by the fly compound eye after
spatial filtering of motion information. However, a few questions still exist: Where does the specific
DS occur to perceive translation stimuli within the internal structure of fly visual pathways? Which
neurons carry out the corresponding neural computation? And how does the neural response
connect to visuomotor control?
3.3.1 Biological Exploration
To address these questions, biologists have demonstrated that fly ON and OFF parallel visual pathways
and LPTCs are the proper places to implement directionally selective signal processing, as illustrated
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in Figure 26(a) [26, 28, 30, 31]. A seminal work by Franceschini et al., early in 1989, proposed a
transient ON-OFF nature of EMD response in the housefly. In this research, a splitting of an EMD
into an ON-EMD and an OFF-EMD was presented to sense light and dark edge translation, separately
[61]. Though many parts of the underlying neural mechanisms in the fly visual systems remain unknown today, many efforts have been made by biologists to explore internal structures, including
cellular functionality, underlying directional motion perception, particularly in the recent two decades
[2, 4, 17, 21, 54, 87, 125, 177, 195, 196, 208, 209, 212, 217]. More concretely, a nice advance was
made by Joesch et al., in 2010. They looked into the downstream processing of photoreceptors and
found that the visual signals are split into two parallel polarity pathways by L1 (ON) and L2 (OFF)
interneurons in the neuropile lamina layer [108], as illustrated in Figure 26(a). After that, Maisak et al.
revealed the characteristics of T4 and T5 cells in the neuropile medulla and lobula layers [129] as
shown in Figure 26(b). Subsequently, a group of LPTCs in the neuropile lobula plate layer were also
identified as wide-field detectors that integrate upstream visual signals [74, 84, 129, 191] (Figures 26(a)
and 26(b)). Importantly, the LPTCs have been demonstrated to process the optic flow field sensed by
photoreceptors on a higher level corresponding to the control of the visual flight course [193]. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 26(c), the horizontal-translation-sensitive LPTCs are rigorously activated
by motion in the PD, yet inhibited by motion in the ND underlying the specific DS of the fly DSNs.
On the basis of these biological findings, we can draw a directional tuning map of fly preliminary
visual processing through layers to demonstrate the following steps for translational motion
perception, according to Figure 26(a):
1. The motion detection starts with splitting visual signals captured by photoreceptors (R1–6)
in the first retina layer into two parallel ON and OFF pathways; this is done by the large
monopolar cells (LMCs) L1 and L2 in the second lamina layer.
2. The L1 interneurons convey onset response by luminance increments to neurons in
the medulla layer; while the L2 interneurons relay offset response by luminance
decrements to neurons in the lobula layer.
3. The EMDs are assigned to the T4 cells in the medulla layer in the ON pathway and to
the T5 cells in the lobula layer in the OFF pathway, in order to generate directionally
specific motion signals. It is worth emphasizing that the four cardinal directions are
determined separately in different groups of T4 and T5 cells.

Figure 26. Schematic diagrams of fly preliminary motion-detecting neuropile layers: (a) The underlying ON and OFF pathways with interneurons and LPTCs perceive visual motion stimuli and generate the DS to four cardinal directional motions. (b) The neuromorphology of fly visual circuits—the LPTCs pool directionally specific motion signals individually
into each sublayer. (c) The LPTCs respond to directional translating stimuli by movements of dark and light bars. (a), (b)
are adapted from [87], and (c) is adapted from [28].
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4. Finally, the LPTCs integrate signals from ON and OFF channels in the lobula plate; motion
information with the same direction congregates at the same sublayer and jointly
flows downstream to circuits such as motion-driven neural systems.
5. There is another pathway, namely, the L3–Tm9–T5 (Figure 26(a)) that provides locational
information on objects to the OFF pathway and is independent of the direction of motion
[54]; this pathway cooperates effectively with the ON and OFF pathways to produce fly
fixation behavior [12, 70].

3.3.2 ON and OFF Motion Detectors
Since the cellular implementations of EMDs have been demonstrated to be produced in the ON and
OFF pathways, there have been a few fly motion detectors with ON and OFF mechanisms, as illustrated
in Figure 27. The fundamental computation conforms to the full HR detectors (Figure 22(c)). More
precisely, a four-quadrant (4-Q) detector encodes input combinations of ON-ON, OFF-OFF, ON-OFF
and OFF-ON cells, which mathematically conform to the traditional EMDs (Figure 27(a)). Eichner

Figure 27. Schematics of classic fly motion detectors with different combinations of ON and OFF detectors: (a) three basic
types—a pairwise EMD (A), a 4-Q model (B) and a 2-Q model (C), adapted from [52]; (b) the 2-Q detector with input
combinations of the same-sign polarity detectors, adapted from [52]; (c) a 6-Q detector processing ON and OFF edge
information in both pathways, adapted from [36].
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et al. proposed a two-quadrant (2-Q) motion detector, as illustrated in Figure 27(b); this model
processes input combinations of only same-sign signals, that is, ON-ON in the ON pathway and
OFF-OFF in the OFF pathway [52]. In addition, they showed that a small fraction of the original signals
can pass through into the motion-detecting circuits, which demonstrates that not only the transient
luminance change but also the permanent brightness can be encoded by motion-sensitive neurons.
Moreover, Clark et al. presented a six-quadrant (6-Q) detector through behavioral experiments on
fruit flies, as illustrated in Figure 27(c); this model was constructed to match the behavioral observations in L1- and L2-blocked flies [36]. In this computational theory, pathways of either polarity
convey positive and negative contrast changes with edge selectivity inside motion detection circuits.
To make a decision between these alternatives that determine the motion detection strategy in flies, a
case study suggested the existence of two- rather than six-quadrant detectors, by genetically silencing
either the ON or the OFF pathway [109].
3.3.3 Computational Models
Following previous EMD and OF strategies, these different ON and OFF combinations of fly motion
detectors have given us further understanding of the complex fly visual processing circuits; however,
there have been very few modeling studies systematically testing these polarity detectors and LPTC
in real-world scenes with dynamic visual clutter. To fill this gap, Fu and Yue recently proposed a fly
DSNs-based visual neural network with ensembles of 2-Q detectors to extract translational motion
cues from a cluttered real physical background [71]. Subsequently, they extended this model to a
behavioral response to fixation mimicking the fly behavior, by incorporating in it a newly modeled
position-sensing system of the L3-Tm9-T5 pathway in Figure 26(a) [70]. This model was then successfully implemented on the embedded system in an autonomous micro-robot [65]. Likewise,
Wang et al. estimated the background motion from the LPTC responses to shifting of visually cluttered scenes. In this modeling study, a maximization operation mechanism was proposed to simulate
the functionality of the wide-field Tm9 neurons [220], which effectively improves the performance
in perceiving wide-field background translation.
4

Small-Target Motion Perception Models

In previous sections, we have reviewed motion perception models that originate from insect visual
systems and possess specific DS to looming and translation visual stimuli and corresponding applications to artificial machines. This section continues to review computational models of a specific
group of visual neurons, which are sensitive to moving objects with small sizes only. These include
the small-target motion detector (STMD) in Section 4.2 and the figure detection neuron (FDN) in
Section 4.3, which have particular size selectivity for small-target motion, with relevant biological
findings about the STMD and the FDN in insect visual systems.
4.1 Background
Due to the long sight distance, targets such as mates or prey always appear as small dim speckles
whose size may vary from one pixel to a few pixels in the field of view. Being able to perceive such
small targets, at a distance and early, would endow insects with more competitiveness for survival.
However, from a modelerʼs perspective, small-target motion detection against naturally cluttered
backgrounds has been considered as a challenging problem that includes the following aspects:
(1) small targets cannot provide sufficient visual features, such as shape, color, and texture, for target
detection; (2) small targets are often buried in cluttered background and difficult to separate from
background noise; (3) ego-motion of the insects may add further difficulties to small-target motion
detection. These challenges have been solved well by insects through long-term evolutionary development, and their small-target motion detection visual systems are efficient and reliable.
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4.2

Small-Target Motion Detectors

4.2.1 Biological Research
In the insect visual systems, a class of specific small-field motion-sensitive neurons, called the smalltarget motion detectors (STMDs), is characterized by their exquisite sensitivity to small-target
motion. STMD neurons have been observed in several insect groups, including hawk moths [39],
hoverflies [40], and dragonflies [146, 147, 148]. In the past two decades, the anatomy and physiology
of STMD neurons have been further investigated in a good number of studies [16, 25, 83, 142, 143,
144, 145].
The most significant difference between the STMD and other wide-field motion-sensitive neurons, like the LGMD, the DSN, and the LPTC is that the STMD has specific size selectivity to
small-field movements. More precisely, the STMD represents peak responses to targets subtending
1–3 deg of the field of view, yet have no response to larger bars (typically > 10°) or to wide-field
grating stimuli [142, 143]. To clearly demonstrate the size selectivity of STMD neurons, the response
of the STMD neuron to targets of varying heights is shown in Figure 28. From Figure 28(a), we can
see that the smallest two targets, whose heights are equal to 0.8° and 3°, respectively, can elicit
stronger neural response of the STMD neurons. However, the response to the largest target, whose
height equals 15°, is much weaker and indistinguishable from spontaneous activity. The selectivity of
the STMD to target height can be clearly seen in Figure 28(b). These results demonstrate that the
STMD has an optimal size sensitivity corresponding to the strongest neural response. When the
target height is higher or lower than that optimal one, the neural response will significantly decrease.
Some STMD neurons have also demonstrated DS [143, 145]. These directionally selective STMD
neurons respond strongly to small-target motion oriented along the PD, but show weaker or no, or
even fully opponent, response to the ND motion. Figure 29(a) illustrates raw responses of a directionally selective STMD neuron that prefers target motion to the left, stimulated by three differentsize targets; this demonstrates that the larger target, whose height equals 15°, cannot activate the
STMD neuron by PD motion. However, for the smaller targets, whose heights are equal to 0.8° and
3°, the STMD neuron responds strongly to PD motion. On the other hand, when the smaller targets
move in the ND, the response of the STMD neuron is not significantly different from spontaneous

Figure 28. STMD neuronal raw responses: (a) Neuronal responses to motion of three different-size targets (0.8°, 3°, or
15° high by 0.8° wide) drifted against bright backgrounds; the horizontal bars indicate the movement duration, and the
arrows denote the direction of target motion. Adapted from [143]. (b) The response of an STMD to targets of varying
height. Adapted from [142].
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Figure 29. (a) Raw responses of a directionally selective STMD neuron that prefers target motion to the left, tested by
motion of three different-size targets (0.8°, 3°, or 15° high by 0.8° wide) drifted against bright backgrounds. The horizontal bars indicate the stimulus duration, and the arrows denote the direction of target motion. Adapted from [143].
(b) Responses of an STMD neuron that prefers target motion downward, to targets drifted against cluttered backgrounds. Adapted from [143].

activity, which means it is inactive. In further research [16, 143], biologists assert that both the size
and the DS of an STMD are independent of background motion. More concretely, an STMD will
rigorously respond to small-target motion against visually cluttered background, regardless of background motion direction and velocity. In Figure 29(b), we can see that the STMD neuron shows
strong response to a small target moving along the PD (downward), but much weaker response to
one moving along the ND (upward). Besides, the response to small-target motion is quite robust in
spite of either the direction or the velocity of background motion. In other words, the STMD can
recognize small-target motion even without relative motion between the moving objects and the
background.
4.2.2 Computational Models and Applications
On the basis of these biological findings, a few computational models have been put forward, in the
past decade, to simulate the STMD. Wiederman et al. proposed a seminal model of an elementary
small-target motion detector (ESTMD in Figure 30) to account for the specific size selectivity of the
STMD [229]. However, the ESTMD model is unable to realize the DS of the STMD revealed by
biologists. To implement the DS, two hybrid models (i.e., the ESTMD-EMD and the EMDESTMD) were proposed for achieving the DS of the STMD [228]. More specifically, the
ESTMD-EMD indicates that the ESTMD cascades with the EMD, while the EMD-ESTMD indicates that the EMD cascades with the ESTMD. These two hybrid models have been successfully
used for target tracking against cluttered backgrounds in an autonomous mobile ground robot [9, 10,
11]. Another directionally selective STMD model, the directionally selective small-target motion detector (DSTMD in Figure 30), was very recently proposed by Wang et al. [222]. Compared to other
STMD models, the DSTMD provides unified and rigorous mathematical descriptions. Besides, the
DS of the DSTMD has been systematically studied and the motion direction of small targets can be
Artificial Life Volume 25, Number 3
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Figure 30. Schematics of an ESTMD (adapted from [229]) and a DSTMD (adapted from [222]) computational model for
the detection of small-target motion. The ESTMD integrates signals from each single position, while the DSTMD has
correlations between every two positions.

estimated with it [222], as illustrated in Figure 31. In comparison with the ESTMD, we can obtain from
Figure 31(b) and 31(c) that the most significant difference between the DSTMD and the ESTMD is that
the former can generate the DS to small target motion. More precisely, in Figure 31(c), the DSTMD has
5p 3p 7p
eight outputs corresponding to eight PDs h, h 2 {0, p4, p2, 3p
4 , p, 4 , 2 , 4 }. On the other hand, in

Figure 31. The input signal (a) and the model outputs of the ESTMD (b) and the DSTMD (c). The DSTMD has eight
outputs corresponding to eight PDs h represented by eight colors in polar coordinates. The angular coordinate describes
the PD motion h, while the radial coordinate describes the strength of neural response along this PD.
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Figure 32. (a ) The response of an FDN to targets of various widths. The horizontal axis denotes the target width
(degrees), while the vertical axis denotes the neural response (spikes/cycle). Adapted from [48]. (b) Wiring sketch of
the FD1 cell input circuit, adapted from [93]. The FD1 cell is a thoroughly analyzed FDN.

Figure 31(b), the ESTMD produces only a single directional response. To clearly show the DS, the
DSTMD responses to a small target are shown in polar coordinates as well in Figure 31(c): The
DSTMD exhibits the strongest response along the direction h = p, which is consistent with the
motion direction of the detected small-target translation. The other seven directional outputs of
the DSTMD decrease as the corresponding direction h deviates from the targetʼs motion direction.
4.3

Figure Detection Neurons

4.3.1 Biological Research
One class of LPTCs, namely figure detection neurons (FDNs), has also been demonstrated to show
preference to small targets [47, 48, 82, 117, 118]. Although both the FDN and the STMD exhibit
size selectivity to moving targets, they differ in the preferred size. More specifically, the STMD
shows strongest response to targets of size 1–3 deg [142, 143]. However, the FDN responds
optimally to targets whose size is in the range of 6–12 deg [48, 95]. Figure 32(a) presents responses
of the FDN to targets with varying widths. There we can see that the optimal width for the FDN is
6 deg, which is larger than that of the STMD (1–3 deg). Another difference between these two types
of small-target motion-sensitive neurons is the underlying mechanisms for size selectivity. To be
more precise, the STMD does not receive inhibition from wide-field neurons [143], and its size
selectivity results from a second-order lateral inhibition mechanism [25]. However, the size selectivity
of an FDN is assumed to be the result of inhibition from wide-field neurons [95, 223]. Figure 32(b)
shows a wiring sketch of an FDN input circuit; the FDN is inhibited by the vCH cell [223], which
receives excitatory and inhibitory inputs from other motion-sensitive LPTCs, including HSE, HSS, H1,
H2, and Hu cells [46, 123, 203].
4.3.2 Computational Models and Applications
For computationally modeling the FDN, a few models called small-field systems (SFSs) have been
proposed to account for the specific size selectivity of FDNs [48, 164, 165]. These SFSs are quite
similar; an instance is shown schematically in Figure 33. This SFS is composed of an output neuron,
−
the FDN (xi), which receives retinotopic inputs (Vþ
i , Vi ), as well as inputs from inhibitory neurons
þ
CW
CCW
−
(Pright , Pright ). The retinotopic inputs (Vi , Vi ) denote motion information that is detected by the
EMDs. In [93], these SFSs were modified to allow a simulated fly to track a small moving target in a
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Figure 33. Schematic of an SFS based on the FDN. Excitatory and inhibitory synapses are indicated by black and white
triangles, respectively. Shunting inhibition is indicated by gray triangles. Responses from neighboring photoreceptors (PR)
are input to EMDs. The EMD outputs are split into positive and negative components. These components are aggregated
into directionally selective monocular pool cells (P+, P−) and then into CW and CCW binocular pool cell responses
CCW
(PCW
right, Pright ). These directionally selective binocular pool cells interact via shunting inhibition with the individual motion
detector output channels prior to their combination by the unit xi. For simplicity, only the right-side computation is
diagrammed. This figure is adapted from [97].

Figure 34. Schematics of possible circuits for the input organization of an FDN. The small-field selective FDN receives
excitatory retinotopic input from motion-sensitive elements. Inhibitory input of the FDN is mediated by the CH cell via
HS cells. For simplicity, only one of the two HS cells that provide input to the CH neuron is shown in this sketch. (A) The
CH inhibits the FDN after spatial pooling (direct pooled inhibition). (B) The CH inhibits the FDN in a directly distributed
way. (C) The CH inhibits the retinotopic input elements of the FDN in an indirectly distributed way. This figure is
adapted from [95].
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virtual environment. Although the size selectivity of the FDN results from the inhibition from widefield neurons, the wiring scheme between the wide-field neurons and the FDNs is still unclear. In
[95], Hennig et al. analyzed three kinds of wiring schemes between the wide-field neurons and the
FDN, based on new anatomical and electrophysiological findings [50, 88], as illustrated in Figure 34.
The authors indicated that the latter two wiring schemes (i.e., direct distributed inhibition and indirect distributed inhibition in Figure 34) can account well for the size selectivity of the FDN and the
dependence of the FDN on the relative velocity between the small target and the background. In
[93], Hennig et al. further improved the existing SFS by modeling the presynaptic neurons of the
FDN, including H1, Hu, HSE, and HSS [94], as illustrated in Figure 32(b). They integrated the
responses of presynaptic neurons in the proposed FDN circuit; this effectively matches the corresponding biological structure. In addition, comparing this with the existing studies on modeling
FDNs that all use simple synthetic stimuli, the authors applied naturalistic stimuli to test the proposed FDN circuit and demonstrated its characteristics.
5

Discussion

Throughout the above survey, we have introduced motion perception visual models that possess
different direction and size selectivity, inspired by insect visual systems, and we have provided background biological research and corresponding applications in artificial mobile machines like robots,
MAVs, UAVs, and ground vehicles for motion perception. These models can sense different motion
patterns including looming, directional translation, and small-target motion. This section further
discusses the similarities in modeling of different insect motion detectors, and summarizes the computational generation of both the direction and the size selectivity to proposed different motion
patterns, and also points out existing and possible hardware implementations.
5.1 Similarities in Different Motion Perception Models
Though these motion detectors display different direction or size selectivity, there are similarities
that can be summarized through these computational studies. Taking the fly- and locust-inspired
visual neural networks or models as examples, a great majority of these models have been focusing
on structural modeling of internal circuits or pathways of insect visual systems. These models can
share some similar visual processing methods:
1. In most insect species, vision is mediated by compound eyes in the first layer of the retina
[34, 98], which consists of photoreceptors capturing grayscale or single-channel (normally
the green channel) image sequences. This neuropile layer retrieves motion information
by spatial filtering of input signals at the ommatidia level [98], as shown in the LGMD
models in Figures 5, 6, 10, 11, 14, and 16, the fly LPTC models in Figures 26 and 27, and
the STMD models in Figure 30.
2. With respect to the biological findings of ON and OFF pathways in many animals including
the various kinds of flies, the second lamina layer consists of rectifying transient
cells separating visual signals into parallel channels. Although this structure has not yet
been found in locusts, recent studies on LGMD1 and the LGMD2 may evidence similar
ON (onset) and OFF (offset) mechanisms in the locust visual systems [67, 68, 69, 72, 176].
3. Within the medulla and lobula computational layers, both the direction and the size
selectivity are generated and sharpened with respect to specific motion patterns. Both the
lateral inhibition mechanism and the HR-like nonlinear computation can contribute to
shape the specific DS.
4. The modeled LGMDs, LPTCs, and DSNs are wide-field motion-sensitive visual
neurons that pool the intact presynaptic local directional motion information and
then generate spikes for further sensorimotor neural systems. However, the small-field
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STMD models generate the DS to small-target movements in every local pixel-scale
field.
5. We highlight the functionality of ON and OFF visual pathways that can explain biological
visual processing in insect motion-sensitive circuits. Such a structure can be modeled in
different motion perception neuron models, including LGMDs, DSNs, LPTCs, and
STMDs. In addition, the modeling of motion-sensitive visual systems in other animals,
such as the LGNs in crabs [150], may profit from the existing models.
5.2

Realization of Direction and Size Selectivity with Respect to Different
Motion Patterns
This subsection summarizes generation of both direction and the size selectivity diversity in the
preceding computational motion-perception neural networks and models. In the above reviews of
looming- and translation-sensitive neural systems, we note that (1) the different direction selectivity
of various models is shaped presynaptically to the wide-field motion detectors of the DSNs, the
LPTCs, and the LGMDs, that is, in the medulla or the lobula neuropile layers, as illustrated in
Figures 2 and 20; and (2) the spatiotemporal computation including the lateral [170, 238] and the
self [67, 176] inhibition mechanisms and the nonlinear interactions between neighboring cells [27]
can well mediate the specific DS to either looming or translation motion patterns.
Specifically for locusts, as reviewed in Section 2 and Section 3.1, there are two types of motionsensitive visual neurons: the LGMDs and the DSNs. Though they are applied as collision-detecting
sensors, different DSs exists between the LGMDs and the DSNs, as the schematics in Figures 6, 14,
and 18 show. Firstly, for realizing the specific DS of the locust LGMDs to looming stimuli only,
these neuron models and neural networks have been demonstrated for the lateral-only and the
lateral-and-self inhibition mechanisms of spatiotemporal convolution processes. More precisely,
the inhibitions in the computational medulla layer are formed by convolving surrounding and
symmetrically spreading excitations with temporal delay [170, 176, 235, 239, 240]. That is,
ZZZ
I ðx; y; t Þ ¼

Eðu; v; s Þ W ðx − u; y − v; t −s Þ dudvds;

(1)

where W is a local convolution kernel, and I and E denote the inhibition and excitation cells both in
a three-dimensional form. After that, the excitatory and inhibitory signals compete with each other at
every local cell. That is,
S ðx; y; t Þ ¼ Eðx; y; t Þ − w ⋅ I ðx; y; t Þ;

(2)

where S denotes the summation cells and w is a local bias. As a result, the excitations are cut down
by the inhibitions. This mechanism plays a crucial role in shaping the selectivity in the LGMD
models, which respond most strongly to looming (expanding of object edges) or to translating
and receding objects. In addition, with regard to the modeling of ON and OFF mechanisms in the
LGMD models, excitations can be also formed by convolving surrounding delayed inhibitions [67,
68, 72], the calculation of which is similar to Equation 1.
Secondly, for the locust DSNs, each directionally specific neuron responds to motion oriented along a
particular PD. With similar ideas to the modeling of LGMD, the DS can be realized by a directional
convolution process asymmetrically spreading out inhibitions with temporal delay [236, 238, 239]. That is,
ZZ
I ðx; y; t Þ ¼
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(3)
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in horizontal directions, and
ZZ
I ðx; y; t Þ ¼

Eðx; v; s Þ W ðx; y − v; t − s Þ dvds

(4)

in vertical directions. After that, there are also competitions between every local excitation and inhibition
cell. The calculation conforms to Equation 2.
With regard to the fly EMD and LPTC models for translation perception as reviewed in Section
3.2 and Section 3.3, the specific DS to the four cardinal directions in the field of view (front-to-back,
back-to-front, upward, and downward) is implemented by nonlinear spatiotemporal computations
according to the classic HRC [27]. That is,
R ðt Þ ¼ X1 ðt − Þ ⋅ X2 ðt Þ − X1 ðt Þ ⋅ X2 ðt − Þ;

(5)

where R is the output of each pairwise motion detector in space, X1 and X2 are two adjacent
motion-sensitive cells, and  is the temporal delay. Such a theory and its derived versions have been
very widely used in a variety of fly EMD models (e.g., [106, 153, 244]), fly OF-based strategies (e.g.,
[59, 183, 193]), fly ON-OFF polarity motion detectors (e.g., [36, 52, 74, 109]), fly LPTC models (e.g.,
[70, 71, 220]), insect directional STMD models (e.g., [219, 221, 222, 229]), and bee angular-velocitydetecting models (e.g., [41, 218]).
Regarding computational generation of the size selectivity, as reviewed in Section 4, the STMD
and the FDN are small-field motion-sensitive neurons that have a specific size selectivity to smalltarget motion that is different from those of wide-field motion detectors. There have been two basic
categories of STMD-based visual neural networks (i.e., the ESTMD and the DSTMD). The latter
one possesses direction selectivity to small-target motion that can be achieved by similar methods to
the EMDs. Wiederman et al. have proposed that the lateral inhibition mechanism plays a crucial role
in adjusting the size selectivity via spatiotemporal neural computation [229, 230]. Following this
theory, Wang et al. mathematically analyzed the way of generating the size selectivity in motionsensitive visual pathways of insects. In this research, they applied a second-order lateral inhibition
mechanism in the lobula computational layer, which can be represented by a difference-of-Gaussians
algorithm [222].
5.3 Integration of Multiple Neural Systems
These proposed insect visual pathways or neurons are functionally specialized in recognizing
different motion patterns containing looming, directional translation, and small-target movements. In animalsʼ visual brains, evidence has been given that the complex visuomotor response
is guided by collaboration of various visual neurons or circuits, rather than a single unit alone.
However, the underlying mechanisms still remain elusive. While the biological substrates are
unknown, computational modeling is of particular usefulness to help explain the still mysterious
biological visual processing. Most of the current state-of-the-art computational models implement a single kind of neural systems. From a modelerʼs perspective, integrating multiple neural
pathways or neurons can undoubtedly benefit the motion perception within more complicated
dynamic visual environments involving diverse motion patterns. In addition, it can also make
intelligent machines smarter for dealing with mixed visual cues and adopting more appropriate
visually guided behaviors like insectsʼ.
Taking some example computational studies, we discuss the advantages of integrating multiple systems for motion perception. First, the locust DSN-based visual neural networks proposed in [236, 238,
239] themselves are paradigms of integrating multiple neural pathways, as illustrated in Figure 18, since
each directional pathway is sensitive to a particular PD motion and the postsynaptic organization of
multiple DSNs can match well the requirements of collision recognition in dynamic scenes. Second,
combining the translation-sensitive neural pathways with the LGMD neuron model can effectively
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enhance the collision selectivity, especially in complex driving scenarios [234, 246], since the translation
and the looming perception pathways are perfectly complementary in function. Third, as mentioned in Section 2, LGMD1 and LGMD2 have different looming selectivity. We have suggested
that combining the functionality of both neurons can enhance the collision-detecting performance
in either dark or bright environments. With regard to this idea, a case study has initially demonstrated the usefulness of incorporating in the LGMD1 an LGMD2 neural pathway for collision
detection in mobile ground robot scenarios under different illumination conditions [67]. In addition, Fu and Yue recently investigated a possible method of integrating multiple visual pathways in
the Drosophilaʼs brain for fast motion tracking and implementing a closed-loop behavioral response
to fixation [70]. This approach has also been built on an embedded system in a miniaturized mobile
robot [65]. Furthermore, a visual neural network that senses rotational or spiral motion patterns
integrates mechanisms of the locust DSNs and the fly EMDs in a computational structure [99,
100]; this model can well recognize both clockwise and anticlockwise rotations of an object in a
simple background.
To sum up briefly, an artificial vision system that possesses robust functions to detect multiple
motion patterns and extract more abundant features from a visually dynamic and cluttered environment is very necessary for further intelligent machines like self-driving cars to better serve human
society. The computational modeling and applications of insect visual systems can provide us with
effective and efficient solutions.
5.4 Hardware Realization of Insect Motion Perception Models
Continuing with the surveys on computational models and applications of insect visual
systems, this subsection discusses the appropriate hardware realization of these models
and future trends. We propose that to achieve higher processing speed, larger scale, or
real-time solutions, the implementation of neuromorphic visual models in hardware could
be extremely advantageous.
From an engineering perspective, the neuromorphic visual sensors are realized in two different
trends. One is single-chip solutions featuring compact size and specialized functions. Another trend
is the use of high-performance circuits such as the FPGA.
The single-chip solutions (e.g., [1, 55, 90, 107, 190, 215]), are usually implemented by CMOS
VLSI processes with mixed signals [135]. The photoreceptors in compound eyes can also be
integrated inside them like the above-mentioned silicon retina [215] and CurvACE sensor [55].
Taking advantage of the compact design and low power consumption, these silicon implementations
could be widely deployed as individual sensors for distributed systems (e.g., [55, 120, 137, 179, 216]),
or as components on size-sensitive platforms such as micro-robots (e.g., [128, 215]), MAVs (e.g.,
[53, 116, 182, 185]), and UAVs (e.g., [187, 188]). This kind of integrated chip can also be utilized as
an optical sensor for further applications. For instance, the dynamic vision sensor (DVS) [134, 160]
technology is featured by its low latency and low data volume.
On the other hand, the high-performance solutions aim to capture images from commercial
cameras with high resolution and high frame rate, and to implement the signal processing within
the FPGA [119, 132, 247] or even application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs). Due to the
feature that data arrays can be dealt with in parallel, the total frame rate can reach up to 350 fps
at the resolution of 256 × 256 [247], or 5 kHz with 12 photodiodes [7]. These high-performance
approaches could significantly enhance the visual modelʼs spatial sensitivity and temporal response
for further designs with critical requirements.
As presented above, these bio-inspired motion perception models could be ideal choices for
design of neuromorphic vision sensors as a future trend of hardware realization of visual processing.
Furthermore, these low-energy and miniaturized visual sensing modalities would be able to be
incorporated in some control systems for much broader applications in robotics, such as the underactuated systems [127], and corresponding bio-inspired robot applications like the vibro-driven
robot [126].
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6

Conclusion

In this article, we have provided an overview of computational motion perception models originating from research on insect visual systems, as well as corresponding applications to artificial mobile
machines for visual motion detection and control of insect-like behaviors, such as obstacle avoidance, landing, tunnel crossing, terrain following, and fixation. We have reviewed these motion
perception models according to their specific direction and size selectivity with respect to different
motion patterns, including looming, translation, and small-target motion. To a large extent, the
physiology underlying motion perception in insect visual systems is still unknown. However,
the diversity in direction and size selectivity in different types of visual neurons can be realized
by spatiotemporal computation within the neural circuits or pathways. We have summarized different methodologies, including lateral inhibition mechanisms and nonlinear computation, to implement different selectivities. In addition, both biological and modeling studies, over decades,
have demonstrated the similarities between different insect motion detectors. The effectiveness
and efficiency of these bio-inspired models have been validated by a variety of applications to biorobotics and other vision-based platforms for motion perception in a both low-power and fast
mode. Through the existing modeling studies, we have pointed out the great potential of these
dynamic vision systems in building neuromorphic sensors for volume production and utility in
future intelligent machines.
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